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(ABSTRACT ,01

The .effectiveness of the freshman composition

.
-

N.

'"reader" a a source of prose models for student essays' is-
questionable because their often long and complicated rhetorical
strategies and ideas can intimidate tke writers. The narrow ,,

.expository patterns offered in the readers can also reduce essay
writing to a matter of copying a'prescribed Organizational pattern,'
drawing attention away from consideration of persona, audiefte, and
purpose, thus restricting the student's inventivsness. The greatest'"
drawback of such models is their fundamental inability to illustrate
the process of writing. Unfortunately, the writing process probably
cannot be demonstrated'stully and effectively in any form except the
actual p actice of., writing.. Despite these drawbacks, freshmen.riaders
can be roductive,in the composition course.,Students can' keep '

v* journal of their responses to'the passages as a prewriting
technique. The insttuctor can then grhdually steer the journal
writing away from expreSsive and tow" d:referential prose, including
abstracts of essays and discussLons fttations of a passage's

.

main point. The readers can still b. se for direct imitation, but
this should be"introduced, much later'in the course, in conjunction
with a discussion on style, and only4after the less restrictive use
of prose models has been eisplore4 in some dethil. (HTH)i
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Readers in the C mpositton Course: -
Why They Fail,(How SN, Can Make Them Work

No branch of-the English tex took dustry--LS more pro-
.

lific today than the branch which produces 'freshman readers.

Indeed, if you are like me, every time you reach in your

mailbox, you pull out the lates.t offering, doubtlessly a bo.k.
.. . .

with a'title that sounds about like the title of the book you

pulled out the day before. One major publisher currently has

a program to introduce three n : w readers into the markpetceach
t.

. .

,

year for the next several years. Clearly, the market is a

iucrAive one; Vhile handbooks come and go and rhetorics have

their day in the sun, the readers live on--standard baggage
t

of the composition course. An? writing teachers are apOrent-'
,

.

ly willing to try new readers as} fast as editors can edit them

and publishep Can getthem into print.

\ What bothers' me aboutjr11 this is not our eagerness to

trey new readers, -for our doing so suggests ascertain vitality

a healthy effort to experiment and freshen course material,.

NoT do I quarrel with the selec'tioms found in most readers to-
,

day; by and large there is an- abundance of fine Material, pro-.

.--
vocative and,variect enougivo appeal tbevefy taste, contempo-.

2
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rary to classical: I do have some reservations, however,

about the way we use readers, forva suspect we rarely stop

to consider exactly how they fit into the writing course.
e\

Qver the past five years, mos4
it

t of us here have probably giiren

considprable thought to the way we teach writing, and I sus-
,

pect that many of us have altered our methods, probably

moving closer td.tile process approach than we were before.

But I wonder if We have given comparable -thought to the way'

we use ea derS.. How many of us leel'satisfied at the pnd Of

a term with the use:we have made of the reader? ,And how many

Of us have managed to make .the reader compatible wi& teach -.

*-
ing writing as a process?' Indeed, is it even possible to do so?

That, in essence, is the question I wish, to exi5lore today.
. .-

1

.Can reader' be used productively ih a compositiOn course that
(

.

. treats writing as a process? I believe they cl,,,and I plan

toy suggest.a wax to; make readers work, perhaps even ,tmke them
f

central, in the writing classroom. But before doing so, I .

,
need toAake:lipihe issue raised in the first part of my'Sub-7-

title, to explain why, for Iii-,,,,'readers often fail to accomplsh

what they are supposed to do.

4;

.

lleade.rs, 'are used ,most requently as a source of prose models,

-berr'student essayS. Indeed, of the several dozen readers I loo.k-. k
,

-'01:1 at in preparing this paper; all but a handful insist on model=
,

ing as a vital 'function of the reader; by reading and Analyzing
..

. *. . ,

4 4t)
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essays, Students are supposed to write better essdyi them-

seaveS. I find this the most questionable of the various

claims made for readers; although I accept the premise. that

,these'whQ'read well and in quantity are likely osier the lohg
.

term to write more effectively, I doibt the And of direct

(and often nearly magical) connections between reading and-
1

writing suggested by maiWtextbook .editars. One such editor,
.

for example, vontehds Viat.faTiliaxity with a "few outstanding

writers . . . will greatly improVe" stu dent writing, and that

this improvement will occur partly "b57 d'1Una of osmosis."1
,

Other claims are somewhat less extravagant, but, as X.J. and

. Dorothy Kennedy put it, in the new pedford Reader, many Wtors
.

"wax more loftily abstract the more fervently they urge the

student to use-examples:"2, Here, for instance, are ajew pieces4
. .

of lofty pros athered from the prefaces of readers punished

(or reissued)" within the past yea't:

IL
.t

(1) Good-reader§ will observe4ot.only what is written

but how. And through sensitive aftention to such

features aschoice Of words and tillages, the form.

Fof-,sentences, the 'shape. off,paragraphs, and, the struc-
.

ture of the Writingtas".a Whole,they should then be.-

come better' able t6-make the decision to embark on

the,practice.:necessaTy for, success ,i71,Writing. 5.
.6- .

. . y e
1 ..

(2) This book is designed to teach students to Write
.--

.
.

with 'clarity, vigor,,and gYace,-and to' secure their

1
ti

:o

:.`
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commitment-to the disrcipline of writing, hot
r.

`by the Prescription of rules, but through the
. a,

testimony of eloquent prose.4

li) I hope the material in this collection will tie

a source of pleasure and ipterest.:',The ideas

,and rhetorical skills' of tse authors will re-

ward their discovery. They shoulc0;tho'reover,

be -Eakens guides and stimuli to one's own

writing that shows increasing skill, power and ease.'

These statements are surely well-intended, but in'their ideal-.

.%' %
,ism, they overlook the difficulties of uiingprofession.al mo-

eels for student writing. .Put simply, such modejs, as gene-
.

`rally used, are not practiCal for the beginner; even the.

briefest sample essays are often longer and more compkicated--

both 'Ph rhetorical strategies and in ideas--than those the stu-

dent will actually biting And the ultiAlte, if uniptended,

effect of such models, is .to.intimidate the writer.' Paul .

Connolly puts it this waY: "If students qre required to respod

too closely and directly to assigned readings, they will find

the essayist's handling of the subject preedtive,.,leaving them

at a loss for words))" .

Anct perhaps the most' damaging of all ways we can preempt

the beginning writer'is by using models to teach narrow exposit

tory patterns (comparison, causal analysis, classification, etc.).

In diving this We not only risk intimidation, but also trap
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clients into narrow channels of thinking'that preciude inven-.

Hennessy-5
.

.tion.an<1 discovery. ,.Most readers today are organized by. .

. ' kI' .,
0e4cpository bodes, and,f fear that such readers ivite the

most slavish sort of imitationc're cing.the Iwriting,of essays

to a matter of copying a prescribed rganizational pattern,

and drawing attention away from more 3 portant rhetorical

conslderations'of petsona, audience,,and purpoSe. An es4say's
.0

organization shouldgrow out of these considerations -rather
t,.d

them a predetermined formula imposed on the writer before he

even begins..to write.

A narrow approach usingmodels, then, tends to restrict

the studenestnvetveness and*dltimately, take from him con-

trol of hisca writing. 3ut t believe th-ere is 'another, more14
alindamenealrdrawback to `using essays as student-molefs. Such

models, by their very nature, cannot fullyilltOtrate the pro- (
.2% . I,

coss'Of wr 4n,g, cannot show students what .goes into T..he ma-

king of an essay;- oolleCtions of essays must' necessarily "con-
,

tain finiAea products. Of course, we can show'students.draft.s
.

_
.- ,. .

of an essay (asssemeTal readers now do- with, for example, two
.. -,.

.

.versions-o,f a Kennedy speech ol- the- tw drafts of-the "Declaratten

of :Indepetidonce"1,but the:Aumber of essays .that lerld themselves
, A.

to such a treatment is sWail;' and thewriting habits of,mest
. . i i

essayists' too iTregular; eccentric and diffuse to allowus-$,
. .

to 'retTociud-O in print'the.VroCess ?
by which an essay emerges to:411

ward itsanal.shapew.- A number of textbook editors, acknow-

`ledging this fact,_have*-r4Cently made efforts to, cohstruct "pro -
s.

, ?

J
41.

't
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.cess readers\""Or have at7:least.suggested Ways to look at

essays- progress. Elizabeth Penfield; forexlmple, in

Purpose a d Pattern; asks students to' 'place ethemselyes in the

author's shoes and to "see if a piece of/writing could benefit

from further revis,ion. But Penfield herself admits that,

finally, collections of readings'"usually show only 'the finished

works, unintentionally implying that like Athena, the essay .,. .

sprang forth.; fully formed, from theimind of the creator.77

Annie Dillard, quoted by Penfield, states the-problem pointed-

ly: 'I write by hand, draw all over the margins, scratch every-.

thing out,'draw leng arrows, use strange language-: the usual,

and all far too, complicated 'for me to reeate in type or for

students to fellow."8

Among the most'recent efforts to demonstrate the writing'

process with proseihodels is the new Bedford Reader. The editors

'comMi-s5iened eight of the fifty-four pieces in the book, asking.

professionals to develop essays using a given pattern df expo-_

5ition. The lidlok's unique feature (which the publksher.sees_as

- -9. major innovation) is a series of "postscripts on process" in

which the authors discuss various probrems they encountered'in

vriting the commissioned essays.9 Ihile ~such an e'fforr is nate-
,

worthy and promising, it. finally fans short of actually demon-t
-

strating the writing process; unfortunately, that process.probabl)'

cannot be demonstrated-fully and effectively in any form eXcpt

/ the actual: practice of compoSing.,
..,..-

' If, then,, as I((have suggested, - readers generally :fail,. to.
.

°

n
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provide legitimate .models or to denionstrate the\gri-ting pro-

cess, what happensto them in a classroom wWe'writing is

taught as a.process? I suspect they sometimes end up as mere

baggage, used more out- of tradition 'than need (or out of the

instructor's sense of guilt fort having asked students to buy

a fifteen dolly text). Some teachexs reduce readers to sti-

muli for class discussidn, often splitting the course .into

two unrelated components--one about writing and another about 4

"ideqs" or "popular. .culture. The danger here i that the
.

essay collection' can become a mere filler I;etween writing

assignments, lending little:support to the,students"wrifing,

which.shoUld, after all, be the focus Of the course.

(

t XII

Havini.outlined some of the ways readers don't work, I

would,,how like. to propo'se a few practicta1 ways..I think Iyey

can work, can, in fact, become central in the development and'

shapi:ni of .ideas.',Sbme of these suggestions can be adapted

for individual assignments; but they can also be used as a 4p-

cogence of asAnments,,*and even as a means of organizing an
.

'entire course.

What follows, then, is a tentative answer of "yes" to the

* question I,posed early in this paper; Can readers be productive.

in a composition course that tre s.writing as a*prtcess?1°

The firgt and -most nqtural r to generate writing from

reading is tb solicit subjective reactions to prose pgssages,

8
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This is essentially a prp-writing technique that can immerse

sl ents in the process of writing from the very first classA p

meeting. Variations are probably'endless,.but I simply ask

studentssto keep 4 running nptebook of their responses, wri-
,

tiRg at least a page for each assigned reading. I make the

responses (at least in the beginning of the term) as Unstruc-

tured as possible.. The responses, 4hich are read aloud in
,

class, aiscussed, and eventually usecrto develop essay topics,.

range from direc 'comments on the-essayist's ideas tostraight.-

forward summary o observations of the most tangential sort---.

. perhaps a single mora Or image triggering aperso 1 recollec-
.

j

tion or calling,forth an issue completely unTelatied to the

reading ,material. xj

5t

A

This method of subjective response is, of course, a form

of directed free writing.' And when done over a period of time,,

the
,

responses become a kind of journal that I find 11\dre valuable
.

than)the sort of personal journal typically used, in the Qomposi-

tion course; for one ,thing, the reading journal: is, as a rule,

less purely expressive than most journals, and thus\ more use-

ful in/the public forum of the classroom as a source for writing

and discussion about writing. To me, however,,the greatest ad-'

vantage of the reading jokirnal is the ongoing writing practice

it proVides; the regular composing keeps attention focuied on

the readings and oh the generating of ideas for formal essays.
P

The journal can yield two or more such essays fairly early,,,

in the course. -These need not be slavishly tied to the readings;
.
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in fact, they can, be related in the most indir'e,ct-way to what

the student originally recorded as asubjective response.' The

collectionof essays, then, more than just a .souiCe cif models
-0-20

which mays intimidate the beginning writer, becomes a spring-

. board for ideas that eventually and gradually develop into

essays-:-after much incubation- nd exploration,.and with the help

4

of the instructor, and the' student's pees.

A second way to use the reader for generating writing is

moretraditional, nearer ta the sort of -close reading and ana-.

lysis often' Used for prose models in Itriting courses: As the

student's subjective responses develop over a few'weeks, the
.

4

instructor can gradually steer the-writing in the journals

away from expressive and toward referential prose,, asking stu-

dents to develop.abstracts of essays or to discuss the main
\\,

points developed in one of the essays. The writing gradually

becomes more deliberate, more fpnctional and academic.
4.

The writing done in this stage of a course can serve as

pre-1.3rriLng f formal, analytical essays. The responses to

the readings' become way's of exploring and note taking, means

Of gaining familiarity with an essay before writing about it.

Students can write several kindssrf analytic responses, finally

settling on one of them as the seed for a formal expositoryti 4A

essay. Or they can develop arguments in support of or opposed

- to a position4 taken by an essayist in the,reader. Here again,

though, the student's paper n6ed not be a narrow, direct Te-

sponse to the essay. A persuasive'paper that grows indirect-.
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ly out of the student's analytic responses to an essay, or

group oftessays is likely to'be more, engaging than _a mere
1.

%refutation or, worse, a repetitibn of the points made in the

"mbdel." 4

A third and ,final uay.of making readings central to the

writing course is through dirett imitation. This places

'greater restrictions on the student than'either of the eat- .

,\

lief formulas, and-perhaps.it. undercuts the' aim .of teaching,

writing-as a pTbcess., But imitation dan be particularly use

ful in heightening a student's awareness of style. I ask

,... students to.takda passage and closely imitate (or perhaps
.

RAody) its tone, its stylistic features, or one or 'more of
.

its rhetorical stTategie9. Foj'some stUdents,the exercise

can by genuine funespecially it they have a knack for pArody

or take pleasure in woikipg closely 'with details.

IAstructors might
Afind little time for this third. kind

of assignment during a single term. ' I'd suggest, in ally case,

introducing it late in the course, in conjunctionwith a dis-

cussion.of style, only after the less restricti):reo uses of prose

models have been explofed in some detail. I can think of no-

thing morq deadly than startingNa:course with such an assign-

ment; but,introdyced ar the 'fight 'line and with the'rigla

students, it can have good results.

4
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